After the recent advancement of sequencing strategies, mirror repeats have been found to be present in the gene sequence of many organisms and species. This presence of mirror repeats in most of the sequences indicates towards some important functional role of these repeats. However, a simple and quick strategy to search these repeats in a given sequence is not available. We in this manuscript have proposed a simple and swift strategy named as FPCB strategy to identify mirror repeats in a give sequence. The strategy includes three simple steps of downloading sequencing in FASTA format (F), making its parallel complement (PC) and finally performing a homology search with the original sequence (B). At least twenty genes were analyzed using the proposed study. A number and types of mirror repeats were observed. We have also tried to give nomenclature to these repeats. We hope that the proposed FPCB strategy will be quite helpful for the identification of mirror repeats in DNA or mRNA sequence. Also the strategy may help in unravelling the functional role of mirror repeats in various processes including evolution.
INTRODUCTION
After completion of DNA sequencing, many different types of sequences able to have a regulatory role have been discovered. Among these sequences mirror repeats have been predicted to play an important roles like adoption of perfect or near-perfect homopurine or homopyrimidine mirror repeats into triple-helical H conformations (Spano et al, 2007) . A mirror repeat is for example 5'AGTTCATTACTTGA3'where the sequences AGTTCAT and TACTTGA are mirror repeats of each other (Fig 1) . The repeats may or may not be separated by a spacer nucleotide sequences in between them. There are several computer programs available to develop to detect repeats and/or the associated secondary structure in DNA or RNA sequences. However, most of these programs have not been able to effectively find out mirror repeats.
The purpose of this work is to devise a simple strategy to find out a mirror repeat in a sequence. We have recently shown through carious techniques that parallel DNA synthesis is quite possible in PCR reaction when we introduced a parallel primer in the reaction (Bhardwaj et al, 2013) . The interesting outcome in this reaction is that the final product resulting from parallel DNA PCR (PD-PCR) is the original template DNA in reverse orientation so that the initial 5' end becomes 3' end. We have shown in this work that if we align parallel complement of a nucleotide sequence to original nucleotide sequence and perform a blast analysis, mirror repeats present in original nucleotide sequence can be detected easily. We have analyzed twenty genes to validate our strategy. During this, we found the presence of various types of repeats in nature.
We have tried to give nomenclature to these mirror repeats.
One of the problems in counting repeats is the fact that a single repeat can be counted many times if one does not define in some way a maximal repeat (Spano et al, 2007) . When one considers mirror repeats, the definition of maximal repeat is less clear and must be clearly defined. We have also tried to define the same in this work. We are interested in finding the numbers and types of mirror repeats in model genome sequences. Interesting, no novel software is required for the proposed strategy. We just have to follow three simple steps for the identification of mirror repeats in a given sequence.
We hope that this simple strategy will be helpful in identifying mirror repeats in a sequence. Also, the strategy will be helpful in understanding the role of these mirror repeats in a sequence and will also assist in understanding the events of evolution in terms of mirror repeats. 
MATERIALS and METHODS

Downloading sequence in FASTA format
The coding sequences for the gene of interest were downloaded in FASTA format using the following link: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.
Making a Parallel complement
Once downloaded, the FASTA format of nucleotide sequences were pasted into Reverse Complement program (http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/rev_comp.html) and DNA sequences were converted into its complement counterpart.
Mirror repeat search
Both FASTA format of Nucleotide sequence and its parallel complement were aligned for BLAST homology search using BLAST tool:
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE=MegaBlast&PROGRAM=blastn&BLAST_P ROGRAMS=megaBlast&PAGE_TYPE=BlastSearch&BLAST_SPEC=blast2seq&QUERY=&S UBJECTS=). The program was optimized for somewhat similar sequences (blastn) which allows a word size down to seven bases. If the position number is exactly reversed in subject and query , it will be a mirror repeat.
Gene analysis and Nomenclature of mirror repeats
Twenty important mammalian genes were analysed using the proposed study. The nomenclature was proposed for different types of mirror repeats observed during the analysis. The strategy was applied for twenty genes. Various genes selected for the FPCB analysis has been shown in table 1. During this analysis, a number and types of mirror repeats were observed. We have proposed the nomenclature of these mirror repeats (Fig.3) . A typical mirror repeat has been shown in Fig.3 (i) . Depending on the number of spacers at centre of symmetry of the mirror repeats, these were named as single spacer mirror repeats (SSMR), double spacer mirror repeats (DSMR) and multi spacer mirror repeats (MSMR) (Fig.3 , ii, iii and iv respectively). Tandem mirror repeats and continuous di-mirror repeats were also observed (Fig.3 , v and vi respectively). In some of the genes, few rare and interesting mirror repeats were observed. These were Continuous overlapping mirror repeats (COMR) and mirror repeats with simple tandem repeats (MRSMR). Various important human genes were arbitrarily selected. Some of these genes included p53, BRCA 1, COX-2, NFkB, TGF beta etc. (Table 1 ). We included only mammalian genes in this study. However, future studies revealing mirror repeats in another organisms using our proposed FPCB strategy may be of interest and may also reveal various novel types of mirror repeats. Table 1 Various types of mirror repeats observed in various Human mRNA sequence using FPCB strategy. The sequence shown in red is mirror image of sequence shown in blue.
RESULTS
S.No. Gene/CDS
The exact role of mirror repeats has not been understood up till date. However, as most of the genes analyzed using FPCB were found to have the presence of these repeats, a major contribution of these repeats even in the evolutionary process may be possible.
Future studies regarding the detailed understanding of the functional relevance of the mirror repeats may reveal some interesting findings. We hope that our proposed FPCB strategy will be helping in these
